Frederick George Radcliffe (FGR) List of Postcards
Points to note:
1. The origin of the current list was a list published in serial form in early issues of the Postcard
Pillar, starting in 1994. Subsequently a list was provided by Stan Goodwin, which was then
expanded by contributions by other Society members, and collated by Doug South. This list
ran to 3,576 cards. The third stage was Simon Crawford’s expansion of this list to 4,657
cards, and was the basis of the Postcard Society publication of an FGR list in 2008. Kevin
Hannah then built on this list to expand it to 4,804 cards. This current list published in 2013,
collated further by Jeff and Jenny Long and other members, is the culmination of all the
previous efforts and totals 4955 cards.
2. Only cards that are obviously produced by Radcliffe as a part of the main numbered series,
together with unnumbered cards that can be considered part of his work are included.
3. Cards showing his name as photographer, but published by others, mainly non Real Photos
are not included. Duncan Tourist cards are not included.
4. The caption is as written on the card.
5. Comments include information on the views shown on some of the cards.
6. No single person has viewed all the cards on the list. Rather, it is a compilation of
contributions from many members over the years, so there may be inaccuracies in captions,
and where card numbers have been hard to read.
7. The 2008 publication had a column asterisking those cards that had not been personally
checked, or where numbers were not clear. The 2013 version does not have this column as
this information has not been kept up to date.
8. Since the FGR list is now published on this website, rather than in printed form, it will be
easier to update it with further information by simply uploading a new PDF to the website.
Therefore this list now becomes a research project for all members of the NZ Postcard
Society. Improvements can be made by feedback on errors and omissions.
9. Intellectual property in this list is held by the NZ Postcard Society. It is available only
to members, or those who have purchased a copy, and members may not provide copies
to non-members of the Society.

